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Details of Visit:

Author: Ever-Ready
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 14 May 2015 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07923248437

The Premises:

Sophie’s apartment is on a very posh Private estate in the North Finchley area, that has its own
security. No sweat, they are very unobtrusive. This also means that it is very secure, and very
discrete, & her apartment is tucked away so no-one is going to spot your car. 

The Lady:

I do have a tendency to say that girls I visit are gorgeous or stunning or knock out beauties. But with
Sophie, I was genuinely shocked by how attractive she is. I think I even blurted out something like,
‘my god you are...(followed by a lavish compliment like a besotted school boy)”.

Yes I lost my cool, briefly, but she is stunning, and such beauty makes you feel young again,
causing the blood to rush to your (little) head!

The Story:

She answered the door looking a million dollars. Impeccable make-up, revealing outfit, large tits
over-spilling her top, and incredible slim sexy legs leading up to a little bum and a tiny cute smooth
pussy. (yes she was knickerless).

A warm peck on my cheeks, and I was led straight into her bedroom. Sophie is of mixed heritage,
although 100%
English, and has strong influence of Asian Middle East/Mediterranean. Which is evident both in her
appearance, and her tastes. Her boudoir resembles something out of the Arabian nights!!! scented
candles, enormous bed, and Sophie shimmering in the half light.

There was some cooled wine, we sipped this, chatted and snogged. I soon had to play with the
puppies, and was shortly sucking on her delightful nipples, to her cooing and sighing. Next , she on
her knees, my cock out, and she is attentively teasing my bell end with her tongue, then slurping on
the full length.

Due to my cocks ‘angle of the dangle’ she cant deep throat me like this, so insists I lay down and
she sits on my chest. Did I mention her knickerless state? My tongue was up both orifices before
you could blink, she is very clean, and such a lovely little pussy. Its like a 16 year olds, seriously!
Not that I could directly compare!, but so soft delicate and tight, and immaculately shaved so
completely smooth- errm very very nice. Mean-while, she has solved the angle problem and has
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swallowed my whole cock to stem, and making the ‘quacking’ noise as she forces my cock deep to
the back of her throat – magic stuff.

On to the fucking... Ok there was some other foreplay, but I’m not writing a novel. Fucking was
excellent, mainly due to her tightness, and Sophie’s genuine enthusiasm for enjoying sex. But not
in a selfish way, as with some ladies who can rub you numb trying to reach their 5th orgasm of the
day! But as a shared sexual experience, she is very responsive and easily aroused, (and its well
worth finding her G-spot too). But she also gives a lot, and is very skilled at the art of fucking and
sucking.

Of course being me, and I am quite famous for it, I had too fuck her bum. I do have bit of a gift with
the ladies for giving anal, and although Sophie was an Anal virgin, I had the pleasure. Fortunately, it
went VERY well, and now she cant get enough of my cock in her arse!!! Even made her come with
the help of a toy!! But, she is very small, petite, and she has made it clear that she is not taking
every Tom, Dick and Harry up her poop shute. If you hope to enjoy that particular pleasure, you
better be very VERY nice, and not too big!! LOL

For the record, this first time I came in her bum, (in a condom of course), and repeated this for
several visits! I have since come in her mouth (no condom) and ‘over’ several parts of her body
too! She appears to enjoy me coming as much as I do!

I have seen Sophie many times now and can highly recommend her. She is quite a posh classy
looking bit of crumpet and very naughty. She prefers her men to be suited and booted gentlemen,
but if you not got the suite, then just be a gentleman, i.e. polite, clean and respectful. She can be a
complete Slut in the bedroom, and you can have the best of times with her, but she also has class,
and likes to be treated and respected like a lady.

Sophie tells me she had a previous escort life as BustySophie of the same area, but then stopped
for a few years. The old profile & most the reports have disappeared, so she is starting again as an
independent!
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